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ABSTRACT
In the era of information technology vehicle numbers identification needs to be done by system automatically. Therefore, the accuracy of the data is well documented and work processes identification can be done quickly. Motor vehicle license recognition is a recognition system by comparing character feature in license plate with reference feature which exists in database. This system uses chain code method and template matching to extract character feature in license plate’s image. Feature extraction with chain code method will result in an array of direction codes which stored in dynamic array, which stored in dynamic array. In this application test feature will be matched with feature stored in database using dynamic time warping method (DTW) to obtain a distance value between test feature and reference feature, the smaller the distance obtained shows that both the features are more similar. The result of this system is the recognition of each character in license plate’s image. In this study, samples of license plate’s images are tested with the number of research objects. From the study feature extraction is obtained with template matching method provides better success rate compared to feature extraction with chain code method, where the success rate of feature extraction with template matching method is at 78% whereas feature extraction with chain code method is at 68%.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Digital image processing currently not only ranges between digital image editing by using existing filter effects, but also covering pattern recognition technique automatically such as the pattern recognition of face, fingerprint, handwriting and character pattern of printing result [1]. Generally pattern recognition is a science to classify or drawing something based on quantitative measurement of feature or main property of an object. The pattern itself is an entity which is defined and can be defined and named. The pattern can be a collection of measurement results or observation and can be stated in vector notation or matrix [5]. In this research will be discussed regarding motor vehicle license plate recognition on digital image, where the system is expected to be able to recognize letter and number character contained in motor vehicle license plate’s image. Recognizing motor vehicle license plate is indispensable in the security system of parking area, tracking a motor vehicle and identifying a motor vehicle [3]. Each vehicle has an identity in the form of motor vehicle license plate which is legally issued by the state. License plate is also called vehicle registration plate, or in United States is known as a license plate [4]. The shape constitutes a piece of metal or plastic mounted on motor vehicle as a formal identification put in the front or rear of a vehicle. The uniqueness of this license plate that making this plate widely used as an identity in various systems such as parking system, building security system, toll system and so on, but often there is a mistake in recognition
since the current existing systems still mostly using manual system namely the recording of motor vehicle license plate conducted by the officer in order to identify the vehicle [2]. This method has a weakness that put in human. Human has a nature of quickly bored and tired so that easy to make mistakes, moreover typing process also requires a longer time.

License plate has serial number that is the arrangement of letters and numbers devoted to that vehicle. This number in Indonesia is called police number, and can be integrated with other information regarding that vehicle, such as color, brand, model, year of manufacture, vehicle identification number or VIN and of course the name and address of the owner [9]. All these data also listed in motor vehicle registration letter which is evidence letter that police number is specified for that vehicle.

2. RESEARCH METHOD AND DISCUSSION

The objectives expected from this research preparation to find out the stages in designing a motor vehicle license plate recognition system in a digital image, to find out the performance of motor vehicle license plate recognition system in a digital image. Furthermore, the research preparation is using several assumptions with an objective that the discussion can be more directed and to simplify and limiting the problems. The research is conducted by using motor vehicle license plate’s image which experiencing preprocessing so that appropriate motor vehicle license plate area’s image is obtained to be segmented. Segmentation process is conducted by way of tracking each pixel on the image to find out the width and height of the character so that producing good output to be further character recognition process is performed [6]. In this motor vehicle license plate recognition, the research material conducted is including three (3) things such as the stages in performing character segmentation, feature extraction process is using chain code method and template matching to obtain characteristic differentiator from each segmented character, and character recognition by matching each extraction result of character feature from previous stage by using reference database.

In the program algorithm section, will be discussed regarding the processes occurring in the system, where the processes having important relation with each other. As for the process used in this research, namely character segmentation process aims to perform separation between objects in order to get the desired object, feature extraction process from each character that being segmented by using chain code method and template matching which further used for character matching stage, and character matching process.

Image Preprocessing is raw data input transformation to assist computational ability and feature seeker and to reduce noise. In preprocessing, image (signal) that being captured by a censor will be normalized so that the image will be more prepared to be processed in the stage of feature separation [8]. The quality of feature that being produced in the feature separation process is so much dependent on preprocessing result.

To obtain a grayscale image the formula used is:

\[ I(x, y) = \alpha R + \beta G + \gamma B \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

with \( I(x, y) \) is the grayscale level in a coordinate obtained by setting color composition of \( R \) (red), \( G \) (green), and \( B \) (blue) presented by parameter values of \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), and \( \gamma \). Generally the value of \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), and \( \gamma \) is 0.33. Other value also can be given for the three parameters provided that the total of overall values is 1.

Thresholding process will result in a binary image, the image having two values of grayscale level, black and white. Generally the threshold process of grayscale image to produce binary image is as follows:

\[ g(x, y) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } f(x, y) \geq T \\ 0 & \text{if } f(x, y) < T \end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

with \( g(x, y) \) as binary image of grayscale image \( f(x, y) \), and \( T \) to state threshold value. \( T \) value has a very important role in threshold process. Result quality of binary image is so much dependent on \( T \) value used.

There are two types of thresholding, global thresholding and locally adaptive thresholding. In global thresholding, all the pixels on the image are converted to become black or white with one threshold value of \( T \). Probably in global thresholding there will be a lot of information lost due to using only one value of \( T \) for overall pixels. To handle this problem it can use locally adaptive thresholding. In local thresholding, an image is divided into small blocks and then local thresholding is performed on each block with different \( T \) value.

Dot detection isolated from an image in principle occurred straightforwardly. We can say that a dot to be said isolated if:
\(|R| \geq T\) \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \(T\) is positive threshold and \(R\) is the value of equation:

\[ R = \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_i Z_i \] \hspace{1cm} (4)

Thus, the isolated dot is a different dot (significantly) with the dots around it. Line detection of an image is performed by matching it with mask and shows a certain part which is differed in a straight line whether vertically, horizontally, or leaning 45° (either right or left). Mathematically can be formulated as follows:

\(|R_i| > |R_j|\text{ dimana } i \neq j\) \hspace{1cm} (5)

The direction of image’s edge is varied. There is a straight and there is like a curve. There are various methods of edge detection that can be used to detect various types of edge. Each technique has its own advantage. One edge detection technique may be work well in one certain application but on the contrary it may not work optimally in other application. Edge detection is a process to find out obvious different intensity changes in an image’s section. An edge detection operator is a contiguous/neighborhood operation, namely an operation that modifies gray value of a dot based on gray values of dots around it (its neighborhood) each having its own weight. The weights’ values are depended on operation that will be performed, whereas the amount of neighborhood’s dots involved usually is 2x2, 3x3, 3x4, 7x7, and so on. Usually the operator used to detect the first edge is operator based on gradient (first derivation), namely robert operator, sobel operator, and prewitt operator. The second is operator based on second derivation, namely Laplacian operator and Laplacian Gaussian operator. Chain code is often used to describe or encode the contour of an object. The establishment of the chain code is starting with specifying the first pixel from an object. Based on the pixel object chain code is established by following the direction rule of chain code. Based on the chain code, the analysis to an object can be done by calculating the perimeter, area, and the form/shape factor.

The perimeter states the length of the frame produced. Perimeter is calculated with the formula as follows:

\[ P = \text{jumlah kode genap} + \sqrt{2} \cdot \text{jumlah kode ganjil} \] \hspace{1cm} (6)

For chain code of 077 076 455 453 012 334 201 stated above, the frame length is:

\[ P = 10 + 11\sqrt{2} = 25.56 \text{ unit} \]

The including of \(\sqrt{2}\) factor in determining of \(P\) in odd code, because odd code has diagonal direction. The calculation of area based on chain code can be stated as follows:

- Code 0: Area = Area + Y
- Code 2: Area = Area
- Code 4: Area = Area + Y
- Code 6: Area = Area
- Code 1: Area = Area + (Y + 0.5)
- Code 3: Area = Area – (Y + 0.5)
- Code 5: Area = Area – (Y – 0.5)
- Code 7: Area = Area + (Y – 0.5)

Shape factor is defined as follows:

\[ S = \frac{\text{Parameter}^2}{\text{Area}} \] \hspace{1cm} (7)

Since \(S\) is a ratio between perimeter and area then \(S\) does not present a dimension quantity, so that \(S\) has invariant properties to the scale, rotation, and translation, which constitutes a very useful feature characteristic.

Template matching is a process to find an object in the whole objects inside an image. Template is compared with the whole objects and if the template is fit with an unknown object in the image then the object is marked as a template. The comparison between template and the whole objects in the image can be done by calculating the difference of the distance, as follows:

\[ D_{(m,n)} = \sum\sum \left[ f_{(j,k)} - T_{(j-m,k-n)} \right]^2 \] \hspace{1cm} (8)
With \( f_{(i,j)} \) stating the image where the object located which will be compared with template \( T_{(j,k)} \), whereas \( D_{(m,n)} \) stating the distance between template and object on the image. In general the size of template is far smaller from image’s size. Ideally, template is to be said matching with object on the image if \( D_{(m,n)} = 0 \), however condition like this is difficult to be fulfilled let alone if template is a grayscale image. Therefore, the rule being used to state that a template is matching with object is:

\[
D_{(m,n)} = L_{D(m,n)}
\]  

(9)

with \( L_{D(m,n)} \) is a threshold value.

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is a method to calculate the distance between two time series data. The advantage of DTW from other distance methods is its ability to calculate the distance between two data vectors with different length. The distance of DTW between two vectors is calculated from optimal warping path of both vectors. Of several techniques used to calculate DTW, the most reliable one is dynamic programming method. The distance of DTW can be calculated with formula as follows:

\[
D((i,j)) = \gamma_{(m,n)}
\]  

(10)

\[
D(u,v) = d_{base}(u,v) + \min \left\{ \gamma(i-1,j), \gamma(i-1,j-1), \gamma(i,j-1) \right\}
\]  

(11)

\[
\gamma(0,0) = 0, \gamma(0,\infty) = \infty, \gamma(0,0) = 0, \gamma(\infty,0) = \infty
\]  

(12)

\((i = 1, 2, 3 \ldots m; j = 1, 2, 3 \ldots n)\)

The value in the column of \((i, j)\) is seen as addition value of warping path from the column of \((1,1)\) until \((i, j)\). Column with the value of \( \gamma_{(i,j)} \) \((1 < i < m, 1 < j < n)\) is called summed distance matrix. The following is the example of summed distance matrix.

### 3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

#### 3.1. System Testing

The testing of success rate from motor vehicle license plate recognition system is conducted by way of comparing the result obtained by the system (objective) with the result of our reasoning itself (subjective). Recognition system which is being made is tested with 50 images and 381 character objects. Where the outcome of recognition system is producing two outputs namely recognition outcome with chain code method and template matching method. System testing includes three things, namely segmentation, chain code feature recognition, and template matching feature recognition.

#### 3.2. Object Separation

This result test presented in Table 1 and Figure 1, is conducted to find out system success rate in analyzing object integrity in the image by dividing each object in the image into its own space. Object separation process will simplify recognition process, since this process is one of determinant factors in the success of this recognition system [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Thresholding</th>
<th>Width Reference</th>
<th>Segmentation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The test is conducted with several test images and with image thresholding parameter values and different width references. The segmentation result of the system will be compared with objective reasoning. The success rate of the system in segmentation stage with the variation of thresholding values and different width references is shown in the following graphic from the data of test result.

Figure 1. The graphics of segmentation test

3.3. Chain Code Feature Recognition
Test result of this recognition system will be compared with the result of objective reasoning. Test result of chain code feature recognition system with DTW can be seen in the table below. The following is the graphics that present the success rate of the system in recognizing character with chain code feature, where matching process is using DTW. From the data in the graphic of test result shows in Figure 2, can be concluded that the recognition with chain code feature, where matching process is using DTW having success rate of 67% and recognition error 33%. The error in character recognition is due to several reference features having similarities with test features, so that several errors occurred in character recognition process. The failures also occurred in the stage of chain code feature extraction, system failure in feature extraction stage is at 1% and success rate at 99%.

Figure 2. The graphics of recognizing chain code feature with DTW.

3.4. Template Matching Feature Recognition
Test result of this recognition system will be compared with the result of objective reasoning. Test result of template matching feature recognition system with DTW can be seen in the table below. The following is the graphics of test result data that present the success rate of the system in recognizing character with template matching feature, where matching process is using dynamic time warping.
From the Figure 3, concluded that the recognition with template matching feature of 78% and and 22% recognition error. The error in character recognition is due to several reference features having similarities with test features, so that several errors occurred in character recognition process.

3.5. Result Analysis

The result of this thresholding process will be crucial in success rate of the system in segmentation process, feature extraction and recognition. For character recognition with chain code feature, where matching process is using DTW has a success rate of 67% and recognition error of 33%. Character recognition with chain code feature is also experiencing the failure in feature extraction, where system failure for feature extraction process is 1%.

The failure in character recognition with chain code feature is due to 2 factors, first is the failure in feature extraction and second is an error in performing recognition. An error in character recognition is occurred because feature in test image has some similarities with more than one feature in reference database. Whereas the failure in feature extraction is due to the imperfect of object’s edge. For character recognition with template matching feature, where matching process is using DTW, has a success rate of 78% and error in recognition of 22%. An error in character recognition is occurred because feature in test image has some similarities with more than one feature in reference database [7].

4. CONCLUSION

The recognition system processes performed by binary process, segmentation, feature extraction with chain code method and template matching method, and feature matching process using dynamic time warping method. Accuracy level of chain code feature recognition is at 67% , and accuracy level of template matching feature recognition is at 78%. The result research means successfully conducting to motor vehicle license plate recognition.
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